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Abstract: Atmospheric intl!rna/ ll'tn•es c:un be represented by a nonline(lr :,~\·stein o(partial clUJ'i!renrial equation 
(PDE) under shalloH':fluid ass111np1ion. Jn thi.\· pafh'r. \I'(.' (.'Xploitecl the hon101opy una(i·si.\' 1111.•thod tl!A.\IJ and 
variational iteration n1ethud (VJ,\/) ro vb1ui11,111 approxin1ate ana(rth:ul solution.\ t!lthe .\r.-;11.•111. 7J1,· rc:.,11/1., 1!f 
both methods are then con1paretl u·ith n11n1erical n1etht)(/. It is shou·n that hoth HAJJ and VIA'1 an..' ~·/}h·tl'nt in 
approxin1ating the numerical solutions. · 
Keywords: Atmospheric internal u·aves. ho11101opy ana~t'.\·is 111e1hod. nonlinear Pf)E .\ysfl•111. rariational 
iteration n1ethod 

I. Introduction 
Internal \vaves. also called internal gravity \vaves. is a nalural phenon1enon \\'hose existence cannol he 

seen because it propagates in the interior of a nuid. rather than on its surf.1ce. Other than belO\\. of the ocean 
surface, there are also internal \vaves in the upper atmosphere. The propagation of internal \Vaves can he 
recognized by changes in temperature which occurs through the fluid in three dimensions. So. the wavelength 
consists of three spatial components. Internal \Vaves may also transfer their momentum and energy to the tlo\v 
with which they interact. such as winds or other \vaves [I]. Atmospheric internal \vaves can be visualized by 
wave clouds. In Australia, internal waves in the atmo~phere result in Morning Glory clouds. Many researchers 
have used propagation and interaction of internal \vaves in the atmosphere to 111athen1atical models and 
numerical simulations [1,2.3.4]. 

Internal waves in the atmosphere can be represented by a mathematical equation under the shallow 
fluid assumption. The name "shallow fluid" refers to the fact that the depth of the fluid layer is small compared 
to the horizootal scale of the perturbation [4]. Shallow fluid assumption has been applied to climate modeling 
[5), Kelvin waves [6), Rossby waves [7] and tsunami models [8]. Basically, the mathematical model of internal 
waves in the atmosphere is represented by a system of partial differential equations system (PDE). In many 
cases, these equations cannot be solved analytically. So. they must be converted to a tbrm that can provide an 
approximate solution. Liao in 1992 was introduced Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM) as an anal)tical 
approach [9]. The HAM is rather general and valid tbr nonlinear ordinary and partial ditl'erential equations in 
many types [10). It has been applied in a variety of nonlinear problems such as Klein-Gordon equation I 11 ]. 
generalized Huxley equation [12), Zakharov-Kuznetsov equation [13]. and a single species population model 
(14). The advantage of HAM method is presence of auxiliary parameter that allows us to fine-tune the region 
and rate of convergence of a solution [15]. 

Another analytical approach that can be used in solving the nonlinear system of PDE is Variational 
Iteration Method (VIM). It was first introduced by He in 1997 [16]. VIM is a powerful tool which is capable of 
solving linear/nonlinear partial differential equation. The VIM has been successfully applied to nonlinear 
thermoelasticity (17]. Sawada-Kotera equation [18]. nonlinear Whitham-Breer-Kaup equation [ 19]. KdV
Burgers-Kuramoto equation [20]. and reaction-diffi.1ssion-convection prohlerns [::!:!). The \ 11\f has 111any 
advantages~ such as it avoids linerization and perturbation in order to find solutions of a given nonlinear 
equatioos. In addition, the VIM provides explicit and numerical solutions with high accuracy [22]. 

In this paper, we focused on solving the mathematical model of atmospheric internal waves by 
implementing HAM and VIM as analytical approaches. Solutions by both methods were then compared with the 
solution by numerical method (NUM) of mathematical models of internal waves in the atmospheric problem. 

II. Atmospheric Internal WaHs Models 
Models of internal waves in the atmosphere are represented b) a sys1en1 of nonlinear PDE. This 111odel 

was developed from the basic equations of fluid under shallo\v-tluid assun1ption. The fundamental equations of 
fluid motion in differential from are derived by conservation of mass and momentum. Shallo\v fluid refers to 
the fact that the depth of the fluid layer is the small compared with the wavelength. Here. the atmosphere is 
assumed to be fluid homogeneous (condition of fluid means that density does not vary in space). autobarotropic. 
and hydrostatic. The system is 
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iJu iJu i)h 
-+u--fv+g-=0 
ilt iJx iJx · av av 
-+u-+fu+gll = 0 
at ax · 
ah i)h au ll) 
-+u-+vH +h-= 0 
at ax ax· 

f_ 
H = --U. 

g 
\\'here xis a space coordinat, tis time. the independent variables u and v are the cartesian velocity. h is 

depth of a_ fluid, f represent the Coriolis parameter. g is acceleration of gra\'it). H represen1 111ean depth 0f a 
fluid. and U is the specified, constant mean geostrophic speed on \\·hich the u perturbation is superi1npused (..t]. 

Ill. Analysis of Method 
3.1 Homotopy Analysis Method (HA:vt) 

The principles of the Homotopy Analysis \1ethod (H . .\7\·1) an! gh-en in [9]. In this section ''e ilu::itrate 
of the concept of HAM based on [ 10-14). V./e considered the follo,ving nonlinear equation in a general tbrm 

N[u(x. t)J = 0, (2) 
\vhere N is a nonlinear operator. u(x, t) is an unkno\vn function. x and t denote independent variables. 
Furthermore, \Ve defined a linear operator l \\'hich sati3tit!3 

L[f(x. t)) = 0. when f(x. t) = 0. (:l) 
Let u0 (x, t) denotes an initial guess of the exact solution u(x, t). \'v'e constructed ho111otop) tJ>(x. t; q) :::: n x 
[0,1] __, Ill!. which satisfies 

Jf[<l>(x, t; q), Uo(X, t), h .. q] = (1 - q)L[<l>(x, t; q) - Uo(X, t)) - qhN(<l>(x, t; q)J. (4) 
where q E [0,1] is the embedding parameter, h * 0 is an auxiliary parameter. By the means of generalizing the 
traditional HAM. Liao constructed the zero-detbrmation equation 

(1- q)L[<l>(x. t; q) - Uo(X, t)) = qhN[<l>(x. t; q)]. (5) 
Setting q = O. the zero-order deforn1ation equation (5) beco1ncs 

• L[<l>(x,t; O) - u0 (x, t)) = 0, (6) 
which gives. using the equation (2) 

<l>(x, t; O) = u0 (x, t), (7) 
when q = 1, since h * O. the zero-order deformation equation (5) becomes 

N~~tl)]=~ (~ 
which is exactly the same as the original equation (2). provided 

<l>(x. t; 1) = u(x. t). !9) 
Thus according to (7) and (9). as q increase from 0 to I. the solution <l>(x, t; q) deforms continousl)' from the 
initial approximation u0 (x, t) to the exact solution u(x, t) of the original equati1Jn (~). Liao 161 expanded 
<l>(x, t; q) in term of a power series of q as follows: 

+oo 

<l>(x, t; q) = u0 (x, t) + L um (x, t)qm, ( 10) 
m=I 

with 

( ) 
_ 1 amq,cx. t; q)I 

Um X,t - I a m . 
m. q q=O 

( 11) 

Assume that auxiliary linear operator £. the initial aproximation u0 (x, t). the auxiliary paran1eter h. and the 
auxiliary function 1l(x, t) are properly chosen such that the series ( 10) is converges at q = 1. 
Then we have the aproximate solution of equation (2), i.e. 

+oo 

u(x,t) = u 0 (x,t) + L um(x,t). (12) 
m=l 

Define the vectors, 

Um-I = ( Uo(X, t), u1 (x, t), u, (x, t), .... Um (x, t) ), ( 13) 
Differentiating the zeroth-order deforn1ation equation (5) ni tin1es \Vith respect to the embedding paran1eter q. 
then setting q :::: 0 and finally dividing them by m!. \\"C ha,·e the ni-order detOnnation equation. 

L[um(X,t)-xmum-1(x,t)) = h:Rrn[Urn_iJ, (14) 
\vhere, 

( 15) 

and 
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0, m S I 

Xm= l,m>l' (16) 

The right hand sidt! of equation ( 1-t) depends onl) on the 1crrn"> li:u-: Thu'-. \\I..' t'a") h) nbtain th1..• 
series of Um,nl = 1,2,3, ... by solving the linear high-order defonnation equation <I>) u~ing ~yrnboli~ 

computation sofhvare such as Maple. tv1atlab or \<1athen1atica. 

3.2. Variational Iteration Method (YIM) 
Jn this section we ilustrate the basic ideas of variational iteration 1nethod (\'l\t) based on [ 15-20]. \\"c 

consider the following partial deferential equation. 
l[u(x, t)] + N[u(x, t)] = :J'(x, t), ( 17) 

\vhere L is a linear differential operator, N is a nonlinear operator and 'F is an inho1nogencous tern1s. A.ccording 
to the VIM. \Ve constructed a correction functional as tbllo\\S [ 16-20]. 

' 
uk+, (x, t) = uk(x, t) + J A(~)[l[uk(x, OJ + N[uk (x. OJ - :J'(x. <J) d~. ( 18! 

0 
where A is a general Lagrange n1ultiplier. \vhose optin1al value can be identitie<l b) using the ~Hnionar) 

conditions of the variational theory. The second terms on the the right-hand side t 18) is called corr~ction and Uk 
is considered as a restricted variation, i.e 5i.ik = 0. The subscript k for k = 0,1,2 ... , indicates the k' 11-order 
approximation. As k tends to infinity. then iteration leads to the exact solution of ( 17). Consi:quently. the 

solution 
u(x, t) = Jim uk(x, t). 

k-~ 
( 19) 

IV. Aplication of HAM and VIM Methods 
4. I Aplication of Homotopy Analysis Method 

In this section. the homotopy analysis method is applied to solve the problem of internal \\'aves in the 
atmospheric. where system (I) will be solved by generalizing the described homotopy analysis me1hod. By 
means of the homotopy analysis rnethocl. the linear operator can be defined as bclo\I,., 

l ["' ( t )] acp,(x,t,q) . = 123 (20) 
; 'I'; X, ,q at ,I ' ' . 

According to system (I), nonlinear operators N 1 ,N2 and N3 can be defined as follows: 
acp, acp, acp, 

.Nj[cp,,cp,.cp,] =--at+cp, ax -rcp,+g ax' 
[ l acp, acp, r H (21 > . N, cp,,cp,.cp3 =--at+cp,ai(+ cp, +g · 

acp, acp, acp, 
N,[cp,,cp,.cp,] =--at+cp, iix +<p,H+<h clx. 

We construct the zeroth-order deformation equation 
(1 - q)£1 [ cjJ1 (x, t; q) - u0(x, t)] = qh1 .Nj [cp,, cp,. cp,J, 
(1 - q)£2 [ cjJ2 (x, t; q) - v0(x, t)] = qh2N, [ cjJ1, cp,. cjJ3], (22) 
(1 - q)£3 [cjJ3 (x, t; q) - h0 (x, t)] = qh3N3[cjJ,,cjJ,. cjJ3]. 

According to equation (22). when q = 0 we can write 

and when q = 1, we have 

cjJ 1 (x, t, 0) = u0 (x, t) = u(x, 0), 
cjJ 2 (x,t,O) = v0 (x,t) = v(x,O), 
cjJ 3 (x,t,O) = h0 (x,t) = h(x,O), 

cjJ 1 (x, t, 0) = u(x, t), 
cjJ2 (x, t, 0) = v(x, t), 
cjJ3 (x, t, O) = h(x, t). 

Thus, we obtain the mth _order deformation equation 

£1 [um (x, t) - Xm Um-1 (x, t)] = h1 .'.R1,m (Um-I• vm-1 • hm-1 ). 

£2[Vm (x, t) - Xm Vm-1 (x, t)] ;::;::. hi.'.R2.m (rrm-1 • v:n-1 • h:n-1 ). 

£,[hm (x, t) - Xmhm-1 (x, t)] = h3'.R3.m (iim-1 • Ym-1 • hm-1 ). 
Now, the solution of the m'h-order deformation equation (25) form? I becomes. 

' 
Um (X, t) = Xm Um-I (x, t) + h1 f '.R1.m (iim-1• Ym-1• h"'_,) ds 

0 

\\'\\" .iosrjournalS.llrg 
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Where, 

' 
vm (x. t) ;;;; Xm vm-1 (x, t) + h2 f 'R.2.m (um-I• vm-1 • hm-1) ds 

0 

' 
hm(x,t) = Xmh111 _ 1(x.t) + h:i f .'.R:i.:11 (Um-J•V:u-i•hm-l)ds 

u 

m-1 
~ (- - -h ) aum-1 "\' aum-i-.. 
AJ,m Um-1• Vm-1• m-1 ="at+ L Un ax 

n=O 
m-1 

- - ..... avm-1 I avm-1 am-1 
'R.2m(um-t•Ym-1•hm-1) =-,-+ un-a-+fu0 +-;::i-1 gH, 

· vt X vqm-
n=O 
m-1 

(- _ - i ahm-1 I ahm-1-n aum-1-~, 
.'.R3.m Um-I• Ym-1• hm-1 = -iJ- + Lin iJ + hn J + V:11-1 II. 

t x c.x 
n=O 

According to equation ( 12), the results of system (I) can be obtained by sol\'ing the following series: 
+oo 

u(x, t) = u0 (x, t) + L Um (x, t), 
m=I 
+oo 

v(x. t) = v0 (x, t) + L v,,, (x, t), 
m= I 

h(x, t) = h0 (x, t) + L hm(x, t). 
m=I 

4.2 Aplication of Variational Iteration Method , 

(27) 

t28) 

In this section, we implement VIM for obtaining the analytical approximate solution of system (I}. By 
means of the variational iteration method refers to system (I), we construct correction functionals as follow 

' 
uk+l (x, t) = u, + J '-1 co ( (u,J( + ii,(ii,), - rv, + gii,(ii,)J d~. 

0 
t 

Vk+I (x, t) = v, + J Az(O( (v,)( +ii, (v,), + ru, + gH) d<. (29) 
0 

t 

h,+1 (x, t) = h, + J A.3(0 ( (h,J< + ii, (fi,J_ + Hv, + fi, (u, J,) d<. 
0 

where A.1,A.2 and A.3are general Lagrange muhipliers which their optimal values can be found by 
variational theory. Now, taking variation with respect to indepent variables ilk, Vk and ilk \Ve have 

t . 

ou,+l (x, t) = ou, + 0 J A., co ( (u,)( + ii,(ii,J, - rv, + gii,(ii,),) d<. 

0 
t 

OVk+l (x, t) = ov, + 0 J A.,(O( (v, )( +ii, (v,), + ru, + gH) d<. 

0 
t 

oh,+l(x.tl =ov, +o J A.,co(ch,)<+u,(fi,), +Hv, +ii,(u,J,)d<. 
0 

To find the optimal value ofA.1, A.2 and A.3 , we employ oii, = 0, ov, = 0, oii, = 0, from which we ha,·e 
t 

ou,+1 (x, t) = ou, (x, t) + o J A.1 ( (u,h) d<. 

0 

' 
OVk+l (x, t) = ov,(x, t) + 6 J A.,( (v,)d d<. 

0 

using 

(30) 

(31) 
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' 
oh•+• (x, t) = liv• (x, t) + Ii f ).3 ( (h, Jd di;, 

0 
The considered stationary conditions are then obtained in tbllo\ving ti-0111: 

1 + ;i., m = a. ;i. , m = a 
l+l.2 (0=0. t.,(O =O 
I + t., (0 = 0, !.', (\) = 0 

Thus, the Lagrange multipliers are defined as follow: 
t.,(~)=-1, t.,(0=-1, t.,(0=-1. 

Substituting Lagrange multipliers in (33) into the correction functional 
formula~ 

03) 
in equation (28) givl!s the itl!ration 

u,+ 1 (x, t) = u, - f ( (uk)( + u,(u,J., - fv, + g(h,)J d~. 

v,+,(x.t) =v• - fccv,J< +u,(v,J., +fu, +gll)d~. 1.;41 

h,+ 1 (x, t) = hk - f ((hk)( + uk(h,), + Hv, + h,(u.JJ d~. 
Using the initial conditions u0 (x, t), v0 (x, t) and h0 (x, t) into (34) we obtain ihe following successive 
approximations: 

u(x, t) = lim "• (x, t), 
k-oo 

v(x, t) = lim vk (x, t), 
k-oo 

h(x. t) = lim h, (x. t). 
k~v: 

V. Results and Discussions 
In this section we compare solutions obtained by HAM and YIM with one obtained by numerical 

methods (NUM) toward system (I) through graphical representation. Suppose the following parameters are 
given for numerical simulation: coriolis parameter f = 2!lsinu. \vhere n = 7.29 x 10-s rad's and n:::::: :!. • .. 
constant of gravity g = 9.8 mis~ and constant of pressure gradient of desired nlagnitude H = -; D. \\·here 

U = 2.5 mis is specified. To get solutions of HAM, VIM and NUM, we start the procedures with the given 
initial aproximation: 

u(x, 0) = e' sech2 x. 
v(x,O) = 2xsech2 2x, (36) 
h(x, O) = x2 sech 2 2x. 

By means of the solution of the m"-order deformation equation (26) and the initial conditions (36) we obtain a 
number of terms as parts of series solution as follow: 

u0 (x, t) = e' sech2 x 
Ut (x, t) = h(e' sech2 x (e' sech2 x - 2 · e' sech2 x tanhx)t + 19.5997474 xt sech2 2x 

- 39.2 x2tsech2 2x tanh2x) 

v0 (x, t) = 2xsech2 (2x) 
v1 (x, t) = h(-0.0003156662596! + e' sech2 x (2 sech2 2x - 8x sech2 2x tanh2x)t 

+ 0.0001266509 e'tsech2 2x) 

h0 (x, t) = x2 sech 2 2x 
h1 (x, t) = h( e' sech2 x (2x sech 2 2x - 4x 2 sech 2 2x tanh2x)t 

+ x2 sech2 2x (e' sech2 x - 2 e' sech2 x tanhx)t 
- 0.00006442168564xtsech2 2x) 

(37) 

The rest of the components of the iteration formulas by HAM can easily be obtained by symbolic computation 
software. Thus, we obtain the following aproximate solution in term of a series up to S1

h -order: 

u(x, t)"' u0 (x, t) + u1 (x, t) + u2(x. t) + u,(x. t) + u.1(x, t) + u,(x. t}, 
v(x, t) • v0 (x, t) + v 1 (x, t) + v2 (x, t) + v3 (x, t) + v 4 (x, t) + v5 (x, t), 
h~0•ho~0+~~0+~~0+~~0+~~0+~~~ 
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Furthermore. by means of the iteration ti.lrn1ula equation (.l..J) 111 lht.• \ J\I and lht.• initial .... tlndititlfl l..'qu;111t1n ( .161. 
\Ve obtain the approxin1ations by symbolic computation sofl\,·arc. 

In Fig. I, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. we draw graphical solutions of u(x, t), v(x. t), h(x, t). where for I !.·\\I. we 
use auxiliary parameter h = -0.825 and a series up to S1h-ordcr. and tOr YJ\t, \\"C use iteration until -tc11 -order. 
By those figures, we can see that NL''.\1, HA'.\1 and VI~! solutions are similar. 

"II :;J.c -~f'l'--.._I 

If-I-~-+-+- - .[ 
.'::..>/ ..... -.., •) ~ .Jf--t---+--~ r- -- -~ . 

i -~~ 
t·--·· :.-..... ... 

., I/ ·-. 
.. ·-1--

. -. 
0 

, 
,; 
0 ., •• ., OS IJ141618 

L _ _i.=StM~ - ~=~~:- ·~:!!~~--:_~~:-~~~MM I 
Figure I NUM. HAM and VIM solutions u(x, t), v(x. t), h(x, t). fort= 0.1 and 0 $ x $ 2. 
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Figure 2 NUM, HAM and VIM solutions u(x, t), v(x, t), h(x, t), for x = 1 and 0 $ t $ 0.15. 
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d, 

g, 

Solution VNuM 
l,~"""'' ,(liU• 

\y:•UM 

So_tution hNuM 

e. 

h. 

,.,. 

Solution vHAM 
"'·b ... ,_.., • .f1,~· 

~y11 ... 1.1 

Solution h11AM 

'•• 

f. 

i. 

... ~ 
Solution vv1M 

l .~ ....... 1. ,.,; 
~l~'i!.l 

Solution hviM 

Figure 3 NUM, HAM and VIM solutions u(x, t), v(x, t), h(x, t). for 0 $ x $ 2 and O $ t $ 0.1. 

VI. Conclusion 
Homotopy analysis method and variational iteration method has been succesfully applied in finding 

the approximate solution of the atmospheric internal waves model, Solutions by those methods are then 
compared with one of numerical method. It is shown that all solutions are in excellent agreement. It means that 
both HAM and VIM are efficient in approximating the numerical solution. 
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